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Dry-weave surface regular sanitary napkin with wings 

Sanitary Napkins
W-dry-weave series | Non-woven anti-microbial with wings | Dry-weave surface ultrathin with wings

Cotton surface ultrathin with wings | Dry-weave surface regular with wings | Dry-weave surface flat pad

Cotton surface flat pad

ITEM REGULAR WITH WINGS NORMAL PLUS
Type No. HSB-K250W

Spec 250mm
Packing 1ctn×24bags×10pcs

Features: 
1.Circinate system makes liquid leakage to small holes with the 
features of even absorption and fast lockup,keep the surface 
fresh dryness at any time. 
2.The clean and fresh woven web can effectively protect skin 
from injuring and scuffing to absorb promptly. 
3.Macromolecule super absorption and lock up menses without 
return. 

ITEM REGULAR WITH WINGS NORMAL PLUS
Type No. HSB-K295W

Spec 295mm
Packing 1ctn×24bags×10pcs

Features: 
1.Circinate system makes liquid leakage to small holes with the 
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The goal of our sanitary products: dry-weave sanitary napkin, sanitary napkin with wings, disposable 
sanitary napkin, menstrual pad, regular sanitary napkin, china sanitary napkins, feminine napkin, lady 
napkin, sanitary towel, sanitary pad and so on is to give you most intact protection, create beauty and healthy 
life. 

Explanation about the history of disposable sanitary napkin  
Years ago, all women used some forms of cloth or reusable pad to collect menstrual blood before disposable 
sanitary napkin was created. Even after it is commercially available, for several years it is too expensive for many 
women to afford. It took many years for disposable menstrual pads to become commonplace, but since then in 
most areas of the industrialized world, their use became almost exclusive. 

Dry-Weave sanitary napkin is a humanity product. It is made of high-quality purely natural pulp. Super dry-weave 
top-sheet and special annular grooves can make absorption well proportioned, further preventing side leakage. 
Sanitary napkin with wings has a clean and dry woven web which can effectively protect skin from irritation 
through quick penetration. You will be more self-confident to use our disposable sanitary napkin as it is safe and 
help to release tension and pain. The variety of sanitary napkin may be from the manufacturer's imagination. Our 
sanitary products are abound in many styles for different purposes, such as dry-weave sanitary napkin, 
menstrual pad, lady napkin, sanitary towel, regular sanitary napkin, sanitary napkin with wings, disposable 
sanitary napkin, feminine napkin, china sanitary napkins, sanitary pad and so on. 

features of even absorption and fast lockup,keep the surface 
fresh dryness at any time. 
2.The clean and fresh woven web can effectively protect skin 
from injuring and scuffing to absorb promptly. 
3.Macromolecule super absorption and lock up menses without 
return. 
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